MISSION:

To Educate, train and equip the world for great commission, reminding people of their equal natural rights in sharing the world, supporting them to reveal their potential and achieving their life goals.

VISION:

Educating and transforming lives by the power of joint efforts.
The family visit, innovation, business mentoring and coaching implementation report showing the activities.

ACTIVITIES

MEETING

After receiving the results for our 3 pupils who sat primary leaving examinations, GOFA board of directors had a review meeting with parents, guardians, teachers, local leaders, opinion leaders and entire community discussing a way forward for the future of Graben Junior Academy, pupils and community.

As the saying goes that it’s better to try and fail than failing to try in all the hardships we passed through last year 2017 including chasing us from the land we used to operate from which was pioneered by our brother, for the first time one pupil by names of Nyanzi Abudul got 26(third grade), Ssemakula John 29(fourth grade) and Mitala Julius 33(Ungraded).

Mitala Julius we would say he tried because even on the day of exams, he got an attack due to miss of Harnia operation and is also HIV+. From the meeting we all agreed with the pupils to repeat primary seven for better results. But we shall be able to do so if we get a hand to get our own land where we can operate freely.

NOTE: We also inquiring from you our Patron (Dr. Antoine Chiquet) to give us your suggestion.

CREATIVITY (COMB LOOMS)

GOFA believes in creativity as one way of fundraising and reducing unemployment among pupils. We have come up with a wooden African style comb loom used to make scarfs and sweater different from modern knitting machine.

We hope together with the help of our patron, the scarfs and sweaters to be produced by our pupils will find market on international platforms.

FAMILY VISITS

We happened to do family visits to all our pupils and shared experience with our kids, guardians, local leaders, parents and community. Some of the challenges are prolonged drought meaning farming is carried out at a low pace yet it’s a major route to earn a living.

GIVING GREEN PAPER SEEDS

GOFA team also gave out free green paper seeds and other related gadgets to focus groups interested in farming in communities and some started making beds. Green paper seedlings will be sold out to those going to plant in large space and to ones with small or even to those wants to put them inside their houses as flowers.

In conclusion therefore, if we can serve the community with limited resources, the how will it be with all resources, and we promise to make our communities a better place to live.
PICTORIALS OF ACTIVITIES

COMB LOOMS HAND MACHINES
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John’s mum with Paul

Chairperson PTA Mrs. Zam featured in home visits

FOCUS GROUP

Modern agriculture group in the process of making green paper beds